Shutting Down a Project: A Framework and Lessons Learned
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Webinar
Webinar Information

• Please keep microphones muted
• Ask questions using the “chat box”
• The webinar is being recorded and will be linked to from CII’s blog page.
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Helpful sources of Information

Construction-specific sites
- AGC Coronavirus page
- Construction Dive Coronavirus page
- Construction Dive Map of High-Impact Projects

General sites
- Centers for Disease Control Coronavirus page
- Johns Hopkins University of Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center

Articles
- Coronavirus: A Response Framework for Advanced Industries Companies
- Preparing to Shelter in Place
Helpful sources of Information

CII Members are invited to join a free CURT webinar on

ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF COVID-19 ON CAPITAL PROJECTS

Register at https://lnkd.in/eHf5dnz
Feedback?
communications@cii.utexas.edu

Thank You!
www.Construction-Institute.org